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ABSTRACT 
Social Media Marketing (SMM) plays an important role in business growth and expansion. With 
its growing capability and impact, SMM offers a major challenge for decision makers seeking to 
quantify the value of emergent SMM channels in their marketing mix. The inherent risks and 
challenges of big data makes the return valuation more pertinent in SMM. Conventional methods 
used for measuring return on investment (ROI) of marketing activities do not seamlessly translate 
to SMM operations due to the active involvement of external participants and significant 
differences in the cost structure. There is no well-established approach to systematically relate 
organizational social media activities to various revenue streams hindering efforts to justify these 
investments. This study analyzes social network characteristics and typology to evaluate business 
performance. Social network typology is a relatively new and important research topic for business 
performance quantification and evaluation.  
 
Historically, performance measurements in SMM research have always been viewed in terms of 
numbers of followers, comments, likes, retweets and such.  No organization is formed with the 
end goal of increasing its likes or followers.  The main goal of every organization is to increase 
shareholder value.  The contribution of this paper is multi-fold.  It aims to start drawing research 
from these vanity and/or actionable metrics towards organizational performance metrics 
measurement.  The research also introduces a multi-dimensional model that can be instrumental 
in evaluating the added value of SMM expenditures at the corporate level. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 RESEARCH PROBLEM AND SCOPE 
It can be easily argued that the Internet is one of the most disruptive technologies in history.  It 
serves as the basis for many of the currently evolving disruptive technologies e.g. mobile, social 
media network (SMN), Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and so much 
more.  From a marketing perspective, it provides the platform for almost all virtual distribution 
channels [1]. 
 
Amongst small-to-mid-sized businesses, about 75% engage in one form of social media marketing 
or the other.  Out of these, about 41% post multiple times daily, 23% daily, 27% weekly, 2% 
monthly and 4% are inconsistent.  88% use social media to boost their brand, 85% use it to start 
or encourage dialogue with their customer base while 41% use it to reduce research and hiring 
cost.  A further 58% use it to increase sales and alliances with the clientele. [2, 3].  In a recent 
global report [4], a staggering 65% do not believe they are able to measure the ROI of the social 
media activities while only 5% say they strongly believe they could.  Social media adoption in the 
marketing mix for SMEs is on the rise and continues to grow due to the proliferation of a plethora 
of tools and utilities that makes it even easier to engage online [5, 6].  According to a survey carried 
out by Headley [7], measuring ROI and tying social activities to business outcomes are the top two 
most challenging aspects of SMM as shown in Figure 1.  As SMEs incorporate and budget for 
SMM as part of their long term corporate strategies, its return on investment (ROI) becomes 
questionable [8].  The impact of SMM expenditures becomes an important question [9].   The 
ability to answer the ROI question threatens the continued buy-in of management in SMEs, who 
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are already crunched on resources.  This research explores what has been done by previous 
researches in this field, highlight the short-comings therein and propose a novel, multi-layered 
analytical model to start filling this gap. 
Figure 1. Social Media Marketing Trends 
1.2 THE MOTIVATION BEHIND THE RESEARCH 
The potential of SMEs to promote domestic-led growth in new and existing industries and to 
strengthen the resilience of the economy in a competitive and challenging environment is 
inarguable [10].  According to the World Bank, SMEs represent about 90% of businesses world-
wide and account for more than 50% of employment opportunities [11].  The ability of SMEs to 
appropriately engage in social media and efficiently do so can only be actualized if an instrument 
that a) measures what is efficient and b) continuously measure and guide SMEs as to how they are 
deviating from the efficient ways of engaging on social media.  This study helps to start filling this 
gap.  As is shown later, the vast majority of research consider easy pickings or vain metrics [7, 12, 
13]. This research introduces state of the art technology along with proven multi-layered analytical 
methodologies to determine impactful properties for social media engagement. The motivation 
for this research comes from he a h  e f  e e hi g big da a, bei g ai ed  b  
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a small business owner and interacting daily with siblings who thrive to keep their own 
SMEs afloat. 
1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The research has attempted to answer the following questions: 
x Can we reliably and systematically classify all messaging to fit into a unique class? 
o This question examined the possibility of using machine learning for classifying 
social media messaging.   
x Can we formulate a model that clearly indicates a benefit in some classes above the others? 
o This question investigated the possibility of creating a model that can guide SMEs 
as to which messaging strategy they should employ in their social media 
interactions. 
x Can this model be transformed into a re-usable, dynamic instrument? 
o This question examined the possibility of implementing this model such that it can 
adapt to different industries and adapt to changes over time in social media 
messaging. 
1.4 CONTRIBUTION TO THE BODY OF KNOWLEDGE 
Starting with the Artificial Intelligence based social media message classification, to building a 
proven efficiency measurement analysis all the way to a reusable model for determining impactful 
social property, this study contribute to the literature and practice in the following respects:  
x Contributes to the literature on Social Media Marketing performance studies.  Unlike 
previous studies that mostly evaluate performance around vain metrics, this study will 
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attempt to re-calibrate Social Media Marketing performance research conversations 
towards organizational performance as it relates to business performance. 
x Contributes to the literature on Small-to-Medium Enterprises by proposing innovative 
strategies for a) identifying their messaging strategies within their selected social 
media network, b) evaluating their current efficiency and c) identifying the most 
impactful messaging strategy on their performance. 
x In addition, the discussion of the results helps develop technology management 
strategies for successful adoption and utilization of Social Media by SMEs. The model 
builds upon proven efficiency analytical strategy and incorporate time saving state-of-
the-art Artificial Intelligence methodologies.  
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND 
2.1 THE SOCIAL MEDIA LANDSCAPE 
Figure 2. Evolution of Social Networks 
 
The origin of Social Media, as shown in Figure 2 can be traced back to the late 70s with the advent 
of Usenet [14, 15].  However, the proliferation of mobile devices made possible by increased 
access to the internet has opened up a totally new era in the social media space.  Social Media 
Networks have become a crucial c ica i   f  i i  f e e  i  h , he  ha e 
become ubiquitous [16].  Social Media is defined as a group of Internet-based applications that 
build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and 
exchange of User Generated Content [14].  It is a place for users and brands to share ideas, provide 
feedback, state opinions and interests [17, 18].  Social media platforms are unique [19] in that they 
are media rich and empower users to share compared to traditional platforms viz; telephone, radio, 
newspaper and magazines.   Users are exposed, at the same time, to plain text, rich text, photos, 
audio and videos and are able to interact with such content in real-time. 
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Social media network marketing penetration by US brands has seen a consistent rise since 2013 
and currently sits at about 91% for 2019 [20] with a projected US$43 billion social ad spending 
for the year 2020.  As shown in Figure 3Error! Reference source not found., the usage of social 
media makes it imperative that SMEs engage strongly on social media networks. 
Figure 3. 2019 Monthly Active Users (Billions) 
The importance of social media or social networking big data in business intelligence and decision-
making cannot be over emphasized.  Social media big data utilization has proven itself to be crucial 
f  a  b i e  ha  i he   i e i  da  ec . The i i a i  i e  ca i g, 
analyzing and utilizing collected big data in a timely manner [17].  T da  b i e e  eed   
only value customers but also continuously monitor the impact of social media on their customer 
base [21]. 
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Brand loyalty is one of the most widely studied SMM research topics. This focus is not surprising 
since brand loyalty is expected to culminate in brand profitability [22]. It has also been found that 
user generated social media content has a positive correlation to brand equity and brand attitude 
variables [9]. These factors are directly related to purchase intention.  
 
User engagement has also seen increasing study [23-26]. User engagement primarily deals with 
how to motivate, achieve, measure and replicate efficient user participation in social media 
networks by measuring self-presentation, action, participation, uses, gratifications and experiences 
of the subject users [27]. This research investigates quantifying or visualizing user engagement 
due to online marketing strategies [28]. Motivations behind user engagement activities is also 
important [29, 30]. Significant research on social media big data utilization exists in 
communications [31], internal operations [32], risk management [33-36], education [35, 37], and 
User Experience (UX) [37, 38]. But, utilization of social networking sites to evaluate brand 
objectives is limited  [39]. Hoffman and Fodor [8] proposed a bottom-up approach emphasizing 
the need to consider the motivation of social media utilization. The authors suggested that ROI 
should include customer social media engagement with the marketer  brand [8].  
2.2 SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Social Media Marketing eed   be e a a ed f  i  effec i e e  i  ea i i g a fi  b a d 
objective [39] thus creating a challenge for marketing managers to document how individual 
marketing activities could be comprehensively measured in terms of their contribution to the 
c a  fi a cia  e f a ce [40].  Milichovsky and Simberova [40] went further to stress 
ha  if the return on marketing investment could be documented, the role of marketing would be 
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significantly elevated throughout the organization. Barring such documentation, marketing will 
continue to be marginalized  [40].    
 
Social media performance is being addressed in the literature, howbeit, performance is viewed 
from a non-financial viewpoint [39, 41-43].  As managers and researchers pay more attention to 
social media, Töllinen and Karjaluoto [41] be ie e  he e  a ea  eed f  e ea ch e a ed  
marketing communication performance measurement in the context of social media as there is 
currently no clear understanding of how effective the media is or how to measure it.  Messaging 
strategy is a concern raised by Ashley and Tuten [42].  According to the authors, marketers have 
no way of knowing if their messaging is achieving important brand outcomes or improving 
consumer engagement.  Basically, it is like shooting in the dark.   An attempt was made by Skulme 
and Praude [43] to propose a social media return evaluation approach but failed to show or clarify 
if return was financial (increased sales, increased profit, reduced return, etc) or purely social 
metrics (increased likes, retweets, etc.). 
2.3 MACHINE LEARNING 
Big data and data mining research include classifying tweets, comments and various messages on 
social media networks. As examples, Sinnenberg, Buttenheim [44] classified social media health 
care data as a precursor to standardized reporting guidelines based on social data. Generalizing 
their findings, Coursaris, Van Osch [45] indicated that social media marketing message 
categorization was the foundation for achieving high and positive engagement amongst consumers. 
The rise of big data includes a plethora of technical analytical tools and skills requirements.  
Benabderrahmane, Mellouli [46] proposed a textual classification model as the basis of matching 
skills with job needs across multiple job boards. User identification is a critical element of this 
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activity [47, 48]; this characteristic is separate of content classification which forms the foundation 
of this research. 
 
Text classification using data mining is an important social media-based research topic. Data 
mining helps organizations discover hidden knowledge in large data sets [49].  Support Vector 
Machine (SVM), Bayesian Networks (BN) and Decision Trees (DT) are the top three data mining 
techniques used by researchers in the area of social media text classification [58]. Biometric, 
Content Analysis, Cyber Crime, Disease Awareness, Geolocating, Quality Improvement, Risk 
Management, Semantic Analysis and Sentiment Analysis are prevalent research objectives [58]. 
Text classifiers can be categorized into lexicon-based and machine learning approaches [50]. 
Lexicon-based text classification is more dominant in sentiment analysis or opinion analysis where 
the text is mostly classified into two or three buckets [51]. Lexicon-based sentiment analysis 
approaches use sentiment lexicons for retrieving the polarity of individual words and aggregate 
he e c e  i  de   de e i e he e  a i  (  e i e ) [52]. The need for a pre-defined 
lexicon (or dictionary) makes this type of text classifier unsuitable for social media data mining 
beyond simple sentiment derivation as they lack context, are devoid of dynamism and degrade 
poorly within social media space [53]. Anshari, Alas [37] further states that the performance of 
lexicon-based sentiment analysis still remains below acceptable levels.  
 
The accuracy of classifiers is one of the major driving forces behind the shift from lexicon-based 
classifiers to machine learning. Human classification accuracy is rated at around 0.84 [54]. In other 
words, humans, at first parse, will classify 84% of given texts correctly. With this in mind, any 
algorithm that can achieve a similar or better accuracy is considered acceptable. While there are 
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many classes of machine learning algorithms, this article concerns itself only with supervised 
learning. Supervised learning algorithms are set of algorithms that rely on training data sets. They 
commonly employ three sets of data known as training, validation and test data sets to learn the 
contextual relationships between the data and the target labels, a.k.a., classes. The training set is 
used to learn and fit parameters for the classifier; the validation set is used to fine tune what was 
learnt, and the test set is used to assess the performance of the classifier [55]. Given sizable training 
data, many machine learning algorithms can achieve or exceed acceptable accuracy levels [56]. 
 
In the area of machine learning, Deep Neural Network (DNN) is a class of machine learning 
algorithms that is more prevalent in social media text classification [57, 58].  Out of these DNN 
classes, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a robust and efficient Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) model [59-61]. This research utilizes the Google AutoML, which is also based 
on CNN [62]. 
2.4 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 
Sentiment Analysis, or Opinion Mining, of social media data is a fundamental interest of many 
researches with interesting applications [63].  Sentiment Analysis has been used in a wide variety 
of applications.  Some examples include finance [64, 65], Product Development [66, 67], 
Marketing [68, 69], Recommendation Systems [70, 71].   
 
There are primarily two approaches to sentiment analysis  machine learning or lexicon-based [72, 
73].  Most modern research, and this study, follow the machine learning approach.  The machine 
learning approach can be broken down thus: data collection, pre-processing using Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) techniques, feature extraction, and model training.  NLP processing 
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is used for structuring the text, tokenization, word segmentation, lemmatization, stemming, Part 
of Speech (POS) tagging, parsing, etc. [73].  Once NLP processing is completed, machine learning 
techniques are applied to assign polarity weights to entities, topics, themes and categories within 
a sentence or phrase.  A sentiment analysis system for text analysis combines natural language 
processing and machine learning techniques to assign weighted sentiment scores to the entities, 
topics, themes and categories within a sentence or phrase [74-76].   
 
In their paper, Pak and Paroubek [77] show that microblogging sites like Twitter and Tumblr lend 
themselves easily to sentiment analysis.  The paper shows the viability of running sentiment 
analysis on Twitter messages by extracting corpus of words that are positive, negative and/or 
neutral in polarity.  Gokulakrishnan, Priyanthan [78] evaluated multiple classifier algorithms for 
sentiment analysis like Naïve Bayes, RandomForest, Support Vector Machines and Sequential 
Mining Optimization.  While it highlights the weakness of Bayesian classifiers compared to the 
non-Bayesian classifiers, the authors also noted that data skewness is a major issue across all 
classifiers in sentiment analysis. 
 
The rise of Social Media Sentiment Analysis is fueled by a rise in NLP libraries such as 
SentiStrength, NLTK and Stamford CoreNLP [79-82]; spaCy and SyntaxNet [83].  While different 
libraries are more optimized for different disciplines, [84] highlights the superiority of NLTK on 
Social Media data sets.  In general, though, Sentiment Analysis on micro-blogging sites like 
Twitter come with a major drawback in terms of the length of text more so than the informal nature 
of the content.  Piao and Whittle [85] proposed running sentiment analysis on an aggregation of 
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texts rather than individual messages.  It has not been shown if this produces a consistent sentiment 
compared to when individual messages are analyzed.  
2.5 DATA ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS 
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is an indispensable tool for quantitative researchers across the 
world.   Emrouznejad and Yang [86] provides a comprehensive listing of all journal published 
articles relating to DEA since its seminal introduction in 1978. The authors carried out a statistical 
analysis of article properties on approximately 10,000 published articles in this field.  The article 
along with its accompanying database will serve as an invaluable repository for any researcher 
performing DEA-based research work. The literature is extremely limited on research that 
combines data envelopment analysis and social media.  The few studies we found on this topic are 
reviewed below. 
 
In studying the effect of social media adoption on operational performance of tourism sites, [87] 
employed a three-stage DEA methodology.  This layered model approach allows for the 
elimination of external influences when calculating operational efficiency.  Their model differs 
from all existing models used in determining pure technical efficiency (PTE) in that it avoid 
rewarding poor performance that operate in favorable environment and penalizing good 
performance that otherwise, operate in unfavorable environment and thus, gives managers an 
unbiased tool to measure operational efficiency.  Using a similar three-stage DEA approach, 
Martínez-Núñez and Pérez-Aguiar [88] were able to conclude that Online Social Networks (OSN) 
is an asset that brings efficiency improvements and can be an early indicator of competitive 
advantage. Their paper introduced a model for assessing the performance of Spanish 
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telecommunication firms who have presence and carry out activities on OSN.  Their model helps 
in providing indicators for the analysis of OSN as scarce, valuable or heterogenous resource. 
 
To measure the effect of the adoption of technological advances across multiple countries, Shao, 
Lin [89] applied DEA to construct a total factor production performance metric. Sch id  a d Ha  
[90] applied a variable return to scale DEA model to capture the complex relationship between 
total cost of a project and its completion time to generate a robust schedule that takes multiple 
factors into consideration similar to a DEA-based resource allocation model proposed by Lee, 
Wang [91] for allocating emissions permit. 
 
In order to suggest improvement changes at an engineering department in a e firm, Paradi, Smith 
[92] used DEA to examine the efficiency, productivity, and effectiveness of the knowledge 
workers in the department using both the constant returns to scale and variable return to scale 
models.  To gain insight regarding the role of technical experience and task complexity in the 
efficiency of software development personnel, Otero, Centeno [93] applied DEA to calculate the 
efficiencies of personnel at a leading software engineering organization.  In addition,  Talluri and 
Sarkis [94] show that DEA can be used in identifying alternative high performing solutions by 
applying cross efficiency analysis to the work of Shafer and Bradford [95]. 
 
DEA method is proven to be effective in the evaluation of the efficiency and performance of DMUs 
when multiple input and output parameters being considered simultaneously. This overcomes a 
major limitation of other popular efficiency evaluation methods such as Stochastic Frontier 
Analysis (SFA) [93].  SFA is a parametric approach that requires the specification of a functional 
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form for the frontier in addition to the assumptions about the distributions of the random error and 
inefficiency error terms making it very restrictive [96]. 
 
Another plausible alternative for DEA is the ordinary least squares regression analysis (RA) which 
can be used either jointly with DEA or individually to assess the comparative performance of such 
DMUs. However, RA lends itself as a model of choice when comparing the performance of DMUs 
using a single input or to secure a single output [97]. According to Otero, Centeno [93], considering 
multiple performance measures simultaneously provides a more thorough evaluation process that 
structures the decision problem more accurately for practical purposes. The assessment of 
performance by RA in the more general case where DMUs have multiple inputs and multiple 
outputs requires the use of simultaneous equations which are fitted to the input-output data [97]. 
This eventually adds to the computational time without providing any additional benefit. 
 
Therefore, unlike prior social media marketing and performance related analytical studies, this 
research is an advancement towards the realization of a feasible framework that allows for a 
meaningf  c e a i  be ee  i e cia  edia a ke i g ac i i ie  a d a fi  ff i e 
performance measurements.  It does this by creating an efficient combination of both proven and 
state-of-the-art methodologies.  
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CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH PLAN 
3.1 LITERATURE REVIEW PLAN 
The literature review of this research consists of four major components: Social Media Marketing 
landscape, Social Media Marketing Performance Evaluation, Machine Learning and Data 
Envelopment Analysis. 
 
The social media marketing landscape literature reviews the history and growth of social media; 
usage metrics and current hot research topics in social media network marketing space.  The body 
of literature on Social Media Marketing Performance Evaluation summarizes the efforts so far in 
terms of researches on various social media marketing metrics and social media marketing 
performance measurement attempts.  The literature review on machine learning addresses 
interesting areas in social media big data, natural language processing, text classifications and 
sentiment analysis.  It also introduces the main algorithms employed in this space.  Finally, the 
literature review on data envelopment analysis explores work done on DEA for measuring 
technical efficiencies in similar decision-making units. 
 
The literature review of this research was implemented in three stages: general literature review, 
targeted literature review, and continuous literature updates. General literature review was carried 
out during the early stage of the study to help identify the study problems and directions. Following 
this, the review then targeted certain aspects of the designated methodology.  As shown in the 
Appendix: the literature review of this research builds evaluation matrices to document and 
analyze the collected materials by identifying the highlights, gap and limitations, research question 
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rationale, methods, implications for future research and practice, themes that emerge, 
originality/value, and model/techniques.  
3.2 DATA COLLECTION PLAN 
This research focuses primarily on medium sized organizations rather than small organizations 
due to the availability and adequacy of data.  Our industry selection as depicted in Figure 4 below 
was by elimination rather than by selection.  We eliminated industries that a) are not well 
represented in the North Eastern United States e.g., Agriculture, Quarrying and Mining b) will 
pose bureaucratic hurdles to data access e.g., Health, Finance and c) do not fully embrace social 
media marketing e.g., utilities.  Once the industry was selected, brands under the selected industry 
were searched based on industrial code from LexisNexis.  We eliminated brands that did not have 
social media presence and or readily available periodic financial data. 
 
Figure 4. Industry Selection Process 
Once the brands have been identified, the actual data collection itself will involve the acquisition 
of four (4) data sets.   
I. Training data set (data set 1):  to avoid model bias, this data set will be random 
data from brands not used in this research.  This data set will be used in training 
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our classifier model.  It is important that this set represent all classes in an 
unbiased manner to avoid over-fitting our classifier. 
II. Research data set (data set 2): this is the actual data acquired from the selected 
b a d  cia  edia e agi g a f .   
III. Social metrics data set (data set 3): this is metrics data used in calculating social 
media efficiency 
IV. Organization & Financial metrics data (data set 4): this is data used in 
calculating business efficiency 
3.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK WORKING PLAN 
The conceptual framework show in Figure 5 defines the participating entities, their actions, and 
the interactions among them. It addresses the purpose, structure, dependencies, interactions, 
external conditions, data collection, assumptions, and methodology for the represented system.  
The first step is to identify the relevant message typologies, social metrics and organizational 
metrics relevant to the framework.  Once these are identified, the actions and interactions among 
them will also be identified and described in narrative language, mathematical equations and 
pseudo-codes in computer language.  Based on these interactions, relevant analysis will be 
evaluated for appropriateness.  After the draft high-level framework, the research will be 
translating the attributes, actions and interactions of entities into a mathematical framework, which 
will be further translated into a computer programming model. 
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Figure 5. Schematic Representation of the Framework 
3.4 MODEL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Following the constructed conceptual framework, the research will be implemented by developing 
java-based applications, building cloud-based machine learning models, computing performance 
analysis using RStudio Version 1.2.1335.   As shown in Error! Reference source not found., the p
roposed model, starts out by collecting organizational metric data and social metric data. 
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3.5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PLAN 
Following the collection of organizational and financial data, the sample brands will be evaluated 
for performance using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) [98].  DEA models measure the 
performance of a homogenous set of entities also known as decision making units (DMUs), using 
multiple input and output variables. DMUs in this study will represent firms. DEA does not assume 
a parametric relationship or distribution [99]. The performance of each entity is defined by their 
technical efficiency which can be calculated as the ratio between the weighted outputs and inputs 
[100].  Generally, input factors are the variables that are subject to minimization, whereas output 
factors are the ones that are subject to maximization.  
 
The technique is non-parametric because it can provide a quantitative evaluation score for each 
entity without assuming a parametric relationship between the criteria. DEA uses mathematical 
programming optimization approach, while statistical methods rely on a maximum likelihood 
approach with some parametric distribution and relationship amongst the data[99].   The general 
consensus is that DEA models best perform when there is sufficient number of DMUs in relation 
to the total number of input and output factors [101-103] and often require the number of DMUs 
to be at least twice the total number of input and output variables. 
 
Ration-based DEA a g i h  ca  be c a ified i   ca eg ie  acc di g  he ie a i  
of the model: The first category is called the input-oriented DEA model which concentrate on 
reducing the amount of input by keeping the output constant. The second category is referred as 
the output-oriented DEA model which focuses on maximizing the amount of output with the 
constant amount of input [104-106]. 
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Here, DEA models as productivity models may have the following characteristics: Constant 
Returns to Scale (CRS), or Non-Constant Returns to Scale, i.e., Increasing Returns to Scale (IRS), 
Decreasing Returns to Scale (DRS), and Variable Returns to Scale (VRS) [107]. Since the focus 
of this study is on increasing the productivity of each organization an output-oriented CRS DEA 
model is utilized; for a more balanced approach and sensitivity analysis of productivity solutions
aggressive and benevolent cross-efficiency DEA models are also used [108].  
 
A basic DEA model allows for the introduction of multiple inputs and multiple outputs by 
b ai i g a  efficie c  c e  f each DMU i h c e i a  /i  weighted 
productivity ratio analysis. Basic efficiency is the ratio of weighted sum of outputs to the weighted 
sum of inputs. The relative efficiency score of a test DMU i can be obtained by solving the 
following DEA ratio model (CCR) proposed by Charnes, Cooper [98]. 
 
𝐸𝑖  ∑ 𝑢𝑘𝑦𝑘𝑖𝑘=1 ∑ 𝑣ℎ𝑥ℎ𝑖ℎ =1⁄ , where 𝐸𝑖 is the efficiency score of DMU i 
 
s.t. 
𝑢𝑘𝑦𝑘𝑝
𝑘=1
𝑣ℎ𝑥ℎ𝑝
ℎ =1
1       ∀ 𝑝 
 
𝑢𝑘, 𝑣ℎ  0           ∀  𝑘, ℎ                                                                                  Eq ( 1       
 
where, 
i = index of DMU, 
𝑦𝑘𝑖 = amount of output k for DMU i, 
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𝑥ℎ𝑖 = amount of input h for DMU i, 
𝑦𝑘𝑝  amount of output k for DMU p, 
𝑥ℎ𝑝  amount of input h for DMU p, 
𝑣ℎ = weight of input h, 
𝑢𝑘 = weight of output k. 
 
The linearized version of can be mathematically be expressed as follows: 
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐸𝑖  𝑢𝑘𝑦𝑘𝑖
𝑘=1
 
 
s.t.  
∑ 𝑣ℎ𝑥ℎ𝑖ℎ =1 1, Eq ( 2  
∑ 𝑢𝑘𝑦𝑘𝑝𝑘=1 ∑ 𝑣ℎ𝑥ℎ𝑝ℎ =1 0        ∀ 𝑝,  
𝑢𝑘, 𝑣ℎ  
0           ∀  𝑘, ℎ.                                                                   
 
 
Solving Equation (3) provides the relative efficiency score of DMU i relative to the remaining 
DMUs. A DMU i with an efficiency score of 1 is considered to be efficient whereas any score 
other than 1 implies that the DMU i is inefficient.  
 
A variant of DEA, DEA with Cross-Efficiency Measurement [109], allows the ranking of DMUs 
[110] and hence is mostly utilized for peer evaluation; the CCR model usually results in multiple 
efficient units with a score of 1 and it is difficult to discriminate amongst those DMUs. In addition, 
the method also eliminates unrealistic weight schemes since it does not require unrealistic weight 
restrictions [110-112]. Doyle and Green [113] formulated the method as shown in equation (3): 
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   min 𝑢𝑘
𝑘=1
 𝑦𝑘𝑗
𝐹
𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑖
    𝑜𝑟  max 𝑢𝑘
𝑘=1
 𝑦𝑘𝑗
𝐹
𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑖
    
 
s.t.   
𝑣ℎ
ℎ=1
𝑥ℎ𝑗
𝐹
𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑖
1, 
 
𝑢𝑘
𝑘=1
𝑦𝑘𝑖 𝐸𝑖 𝑣ℎ
ℎ=1
𝑥ℎ𝑖 0, 
Eq 3  
𝑢𝑘
𝑘=1
𝑦𝑘𝑖 𝑣ℎ
ℎ=1
𝑥ℎ𝑖 0,    𝑗 1,2, … . , 𝐹 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 𝑖 ,
𝑣ℎ , 𝑢𝑘 0 ,   ∀𝑘, ℎ.  
 
 
When the objective function is to minimize, Eq (3) provides the aggressive cross-efficiency DEA 
formulation and aims at minimizing the sum of weighted outputs. When the objective function is 
to maximize, the equation is defined as a benevolent cross-efficiency formulation and aims at 
maximizing the sum of the weighted outputs [114]. In addition to the CCR model, this study 
utilizes the benevolent cross-efficiency formulation to obtain the set of the optimal weights. By 
applying the cross-efficiency DEA, all the DMUs are assessed by the weights of target DMU i. 
Following this, the average value is calculated. The cross-efficiency score of the jth DMU can be 
calculated as in Eq (4): 
 
𝐶𝐸𝑗
∑ 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝐹𝑖=1
𝐹
∑
𝑢1𝑖 𝑦1𝑗 𝑢2𝑖 𝑦2𝑗 ⋯ 𝑢𝑖 𝑦 𝑗
𝑣1𝑖 𝑥1𝑗 𝑣2𝑖 𝑥2𝑗 ⋯ 𝑣𝑖 𝑥 𝑗
𝐹
𝑖=1
𝐹     𝑖 1,2, … , 𝐹.            Eq 4  
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The ranking of each DMU can then be obtained via its cross-efficiency (𝐶𝐸𝑗) score since higher 
values of (𝐶𝐸𝑗) indicate higher efficiency and vice versa. 
3.6 TWEET CLASSIFICATION PLAN 
Simply put, classification is the process of separating data into different piles [115, 116].  Before 
machine learning became mainstream, most researchers either manually classify their data or pay 
e e  d  he c a ifica i  f  he .  A a  Mecha ica  T k a  a a  ce f 
cheap labor for data classification and widely used by researchers across the globe [117]. 
 
Text classification using machine learning algorithms has started has increasingly become 
important in social media-based research arena. Data mining helps organizations discover hidden 
knowledge in large data sets [49].  As mentioned earlier, Support Vector Machine (SVM), 
Bayesian Networks (BN) and Decision Trees (DT) are the top three data mining techniques used 
by researchers in the area of social media text classification.  Implementing a deep learning text 
classifier model from scratch comes with a steep learning curve for a non-data scientist. To make 
ML more accessible to non-data scientists, cloud-based companies have been promoting 
Automated Machine Learning (autoML) platforms. AutoML attempts to construct machine 
learning programs without human assistance and within limited computational budgets [118]. 
[118-121] give a state-of-the-art review of autoML and the inner workings of a cloud-based 
autoML. For this research, Google Cloud AutoML [122] is utilized due to its compatibility with 
G g e  d c  a d ca e, ea e f e a d e  ea i g c e. The process of classifying the 
ee  i  he e ea ch da a e  i g G g e  A ML i  iterative. 
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When assessing the quality of information retrieval systems, precision and recall are the two most 
prevalent performance measures used [123, 124]. Precision is the percentage of relevance. Recall 
is the percentage of correctness. Even though achieving a high precision and an equally high recall 
is appealing, it is not always achievable in non-trivial (binary, true/false) cases.  A mid-range 
threshold or confidence level of 0.5 will be selected in order to achieve a balanced precision and 
recall.  A higher confidence level of say, 0.8, will result in a much higher precision but lower recall 
unless the model has been trained with a far much higher amount of training data. The Accuracy 
of the classifier can be calculated in terms of its precision and recall as the F1 score [125]: 
𝐹1  21 + 1𝑎
  2 𝑝𝑟 𝑖 𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑟 𝑎
𝑝𝑟 𝑖 𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟 𝑎
    Eq(5)  
The value of equation 5 is accuracy of the classifier and can be improved further by using a larger 
training data set. 
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CHAPTER 4 TWEET CLASSIFICATION 
4.1 DATA COLLECTION 
This process of elimination resulted in two industries for possible research, construction and retail 
trade.  The subsections spread under retail trade helped sway the decision towards its selection.  
While this study opted for furniture and home furnishings stores, some of the other interesting 
subsections under this industrial sector include motor vehicle and parts dealers, building material 
and garden equipment and supplies dealers, food and beverage stores and health and personal care 
stores, just to list a few.  The industry lends itself strongly to medium sized organization status 
firms and any of the listed sub-sectors could have been easily picked for a reasonable research 
study. 
 
Brands were systematically selected via two searches in the Nexis Uni®1 database maintained by 
LexisNexis. Both searches were limited to US-based firms. The first search was for firms with the 
identified North American Industry Classification System (NAICS 2) Code 442110 (furniture 
stores) and the second search was for firms with the identified SIC3 Code 5712 (furniture store). 
2849 firms overlapped in both sets with 3148 unique firms across both sets. The 3148 were further 
filtered by dropping records without revenue information and records where either the SIC code 
or the NAICS was not designated as primary, bringing the number of potential brands down to 
192. Out of these 192, 90 firms had Twitter accounts while only 70 have tweeted in 2019. The 
 
1 LexisUni Database maintained by LexisNexis: https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/products/nexis-uni.page 
2 North American Industry Classification System: https://www.naics.com/ 
3 Standard Industrial Classification: https://www.osha.gov/pls/imis/sicsearch.html 
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organizations that provided complete financial data were then selected leaving 43 companies in 
the dataset. Out of the 43, 20 firms were identified as SMEs, with the remaining 23 being classified 
as large-sized enterprises (LGEs).  
 
This study utilizes Twitter as its social media network data source. Twitter is recognized as the 
most popular source for social big data research both in academia and industry [126]. Today, even 
though Facebook still ranks #1 amongst social media sites due to its extensive utilization for sales, 
marketing and customer service by many organizations, it does not lend itself readily to 
educational research. Twitter, however, is considered to be research-friendly with its Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs) that make harvesting larger data sets more efficient [127].  
The first step in the data collection involved authentication and authorization. Most social media 
sites require OAuth (https://oauth.net/) or the more recent version OAuth2.0 (https://oauth.net/2/) 
for secured handshake between the site and the client application requesting data from the site. 
This step is normally carried out by logging into the developer section of the Twitter website and 
following the basic steps to retrieve an OAuth access token.  
 
The next step includes gateway selection and structural analysis. The decision to use a gateway or 
prepackaged software development kit was born out of the need to shorten the development time 
and also to bypass the Twitter application approval process. For this research, Twurl, an 
application widely used by client applications to communicate with Twitter [128], was utilized. 
This was set-up on a Linux Ubuntu 16.04.2 LTS and configured with the OAuth tokens secured in 
the earlier step.  
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A custom java application was developed for the Tweet Extraction Process to control Twurl and 
store the tweets into a data store.  
Figure 6. Pseudo Code for the Tweet Extraction Process 
Following this initial one-time setup, the actual data acquisition process, shown in Figure 6, 
involved collecting two sets of data, i.e., training data and research data. For the training data set, 
1,000 tweets are collected across randomly selected brands with 700 of them utilized for the actual 
training. The brand selection carried no weight in the training data set. The only consideration 
given was to ensure that the brands covered a wide range of sub-industries under the Retail Industry 
division to afford the model the ability to create a meaningful corpus of text for classifier model 
training. The second set of data included the 9,700 tweets collected across 70 brands initially 
selected for this study.  
4.2 CLASSIFICATION  
There are seven broad categories for classifying SMM messages [45, 129]. These categories 
include Brand Awareness, Corporate Social Responsibility, Customer Service, [User] 
Engagement, Product Awareness, Promotional, and Seasonal as shown in Table 1. 
  
Extract Tweets 
for each Brand(handle, last id) do{ 
ResponseObject = exec Twurl (handl, id) 
if (ResponseObject != null ) then 
TweetObjectArray [] = parse ResponseObject 
for each ( TweetObject in Tweet ObjectArray) do { 
extract required data 
persist in database 
discard object 
} 
end if 
} 
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Table 1. Definitions of the Tweet Categories 
Category Definition 
Brand Awareness Tweets that provide information regarding the 
organizational activities such as hires, location openings, 
celebrity visits, etc.  
Customer Service Tweets that attempt to resolve customer issues. 
Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Tweets that mention charity, goodwill or social 
consciousness. 
Product Awareness Tweets that draw attention to specific products, product 
attributes or instructions. 
Promotion Tweets that mention giveaways, contests, sweepstakes, 
coupons, and reduced rates. 
Seasonal Tweets that mention periodic events such as holidays. 
Engagement Tweets that do not fit into the above six categories. 
 
Ones classes were decided, an interactive Java-based application was developed to present the 
coder with the database of information regarding each tweet from the training data set and allows 
the coder to choose the desired classification for a given tweet.   
For this research, Google Cloud AutoML [122] i  i i ed d e  i  c a ibi i  i h G g e  
product landscape, ease of use and lower learning curve. Following the QuickStart Guide [130] a 
project was set up. Once the labeled training data set generated above was uploaded, the classifier 
training was completed in less than 5 hours.  The iterative process of classifying the tweets in the 
e ea ch da a e  i g G g e  A ML i  h  a  e d c de i  Figure 7. 
Figure 7. Pseudocode of the Tweet Classification Process 
Classify Tweet 
for each Unclassified Tweet do{ 
ResponseObject = call Google AutoML (classification model id, tweet text) 
if (ResponseObject != null ) then 
extract highest scoring class 
persist in database 
discard object 
} 
end if 
} 
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The sub-system flow for the tweet acquisition and classification is depicted in Figure 8 below. 
Start
Data ingestion setup and 
execution
Test and Research Datasets
Google AutoML Project Setup
Labeled Dataset
Trained Data Model
Data Classification
Classified Tweets
End
 
Figure 8. The Tweet Classification Process 
Applying Equation 5 to the classifier resulted in an accuracy rate of 82% based on values shown 
in Table 2.  The accuracy can be significantly increased by increasing the size of the training data 
set.   
Table 3 shows the data distribution for the model training, validation and testing data set. 
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Table 2. Statistical Analysis Results of the Google Cloud AutoML Model 
Statistics Value 
Confidence Level 0.5 
Training Items 702 
Precision 86.9% 
Recall  76.9% 
Accuracy 82.0% 
 
Table 3. Training Data Distribution 
Tweet Category Training Validation Test Total 
Brand Awareness 97 29 30 156 
Corporate Social Responsibility 101 27 31 159 
Customer Service 101 31 31 163 
Engagement 101 31 31 163 
Product Awareness 101 31 31 163 
Promotion 100 31 31 162 
Seasonal 101 24 31 156 
 
After training and deploying the AutoML model for classifying tweets into the research tweets 
were fed to the model following the algorithm defined in Figure 7.  Google AutoML provides a 
RESTful API for interacting with deployed models.  Table 4 shows the collated output of the 
classifier model.  A visual inspection of the output data reveals that not all DMUs participate in 
all message classes, which is indicated by the cells with 0.  Corporate Social Responsibility also 
seems to be the tweet class with lowest participation.  This might be an artifact of the business size 
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 a fai e  a ce he cia  g d  ha  he b a d i  e gagi g i .  Wi h  a i g a  
statistical or data analytics process, it can be observed that DMUs 21 and above seem to have more 
tweets and more tweets distributed across the various classes.  This is not surprising since these 
DMUs are the larger brands. 
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Table 4. Tweet Classification Across All Brands 
DMU 
Product 
Awareness 
Promotional 
Brand 
Awareness 
Seasonal Engagement 
Customer 
Service 
Corporate 
Social 
Responsibility 
1 96 7 12 26 104 1 0 
2 11 4 7 2 21 0 1 
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
4 5 0 24 3 90 0 0 
5 32 70 60 9 79 0 1 
6 2 1 0 0 7 0 0 
7 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
8 21 6 10 5 40 0 0 
9 25 5 12 8 60 1 0 
10 2 0 2 0 5 0 0 
11 1 0 44 1 17 0 3 
12 2 0 10 0 22 0 2 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
14 4 8 18 18 160 57 0 
15 2 0 4 0 13 0 1 
16 16 47 16 14 55 1 2 
17 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
18 106 8 39 20 68 8 9 
19 30 29 34 3 32 0 0 
20 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
21 9 8 33 1 36 12 3 
22 19 32 37 23 53 2 1 
23 43 21 46 30 96 4 27 
24 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 
25 27 12 12 6 40 12 4 
26 64 17 8 24 53 1 1 
27 48 36 29 37 86 4 2 
28 22 30 18 29 117 1 2 
29 27 34 35 24 80 0 0 
30 0 1 14 0 22 247 0 
31 39 8 96 23 87 5 6 
32 62 130 36 13 42 10 0 
33 13 3 13 10 70 75 5 
34 23 17 18 24 155 89 15 
35 63 10 30 33 105 180 15 
36 1 18 7 8 4 0 2 
37 2 5 66 4 131 8 4 
38 117 45 17 46 110 3 0 
39 47 36 19 11 46 56 0 
40 1 0 11 2 32 229 0 
41 13 5 10 20 105 134 5 
42 32 28 1 8 48 260 1 
43 13 2 42 7 110 179 1 
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CHAPTER 5 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 
5.1 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS PROCESS 
For Sentiment Analysis purposes, the 1800+ already collected in the earlier process attributable to 
SMEs will be analyzed for polarity.  While there was a need to train a classifier model for tweet 
classification in CHAPTER 4 due to the nature of the task of classification, Sentiment Analysis 
has well defined publicly available programing libraries.  Some of the most popular libraries 
include SentiStrength, NLTK and Stamford CoreNLP [79-82].  It is widely agreed that 
SentiStrength is the most widely adopted sentiment analysis library but NLTK is the most suited 
for social media data [84]. 
 
For this research, a Python3 application was developed on an Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS.  The 
application processes each of the tweet through TextBlob API [131] as shown in Figure 9.  
TextBlob is an abstraction API using NLTK and as such is suitable for this research.  The python 
pseudo code is provided below. 
Figure 9.  Pseudo Code for Tweet Sentiment Analysis 
 
 
 
 
Polarize Tweet 
for each Tweet do{ 
 _text = extract tweet text 
 Sentiment(polarity,context) = TextBlob(_text) 
 _polarity = sentiment.polarity 
persist in database 
discard object 
} 
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5.2 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Figure 10. Category Sentiment Analysis for SME 
Table 5. Sentiment Analysis Data Table 
Category Positive (%) Negative (%) Neutral (%) 
Product Awareness 68 9 23 
Engagement 60 6 33 
Brand Awareness 55 7 38 
Seasonal 70 6 24 
Promotional 58 12 30 
Customer Service 35 42 22 
Corporate Social Responsibility 57 6 37 
 
Figure 10 is a visual representation of Table 5.  The data in Table 5 is a percentage distribution of 
sentiments across each class of Twitter message.  In other words, under the Product Awareness 
0
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category, 68% of the tweets where positive, 9% negative and 23% neutral.  The data is shown as 
percentages rather than counts because it allows for a levelled view across all 7 categories.  The 
Customer Service category is an outlier, as expected, due to the nature of the Customer Service 
category.  The category is used mostly for resolving customer issues and as such will have less 
gung-ho type words. 
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CHAPTER 6 DATA ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS 
6.1 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
The R ackage deaR  e i  1.1.0 i  i i ed f  all calculations using RStudio Version 1.2.1335 
by RStudio, Inc.  We use six DEA cross-efficiency measurement models to rank furniture stores. 
These six models together constitute an incremental multistage DEA model [88] providing a 
detailed analysis of business and SMM performance. The quantitative input and output data for 
the DEA models are obtained from Twitter [132], the US Manufacturer Survey [133], and D&B 
Hoovers [134]. 
 
The SMM evaluation includes data such as the number of tweets, fans and followers. Corporate 
success is measured using organizational and financial data. The selection of input and output 
variables are based on whether the factor was a response or an operational measure. For instance, 
the number of tweets is considered an input variable since tweets are initiated by the organization, 
whereas the number of likes derive from customers and hence is classified as an output variable 
[88]. The complete list of input and output variables utilized in this study are summarized in Table 
6Table 6. Input and Output Variables for DEA Models.  Each of the factors have been utilized by 
other studies and the references are provided.  A unique factor in this study is list count. List count 
indicates the number of lists a user belongs to and is included in the model since it is a reliable 
indicator of engaged Twitter users.  
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Table 6. Input and Output Variables for DEA Models 
DEA Model Reference Business 
Efficiency 
Social Media Marketing 
(SMM) Efficiency 
Inputs    
Number of employees [88, 135-137] 
 
  
Total assets [88, 135, 138, 139]    
Tweets [88, 135]   
Outputs    
Annual sales [88]   
Likes [135, 140]   
Followers [87, 88, 141]   
Friends [88]   
List count    
 
Table 7 lists the descriptive statistics of the 43 furniture manufacturers used in the study. With an 
attempt to avoid misleading weights [142], large differences in dataset is eliminated using the ratio 
scaling procedure dividing the annual sales and total assets of all organizations by 10,000. 
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Table 7. Descriptive Statistics of the Companies Used For The DEA Models 
 
Average Median Std. Dev. Range Min. Max. Total 
SME Business 
# Employees 100.90 90.00 57.00 215.00 10.00 225.00 2018.00 
Total Assets 1218.12 700.00 1409.99 5773.40 26.60 5800.00 24362.40 
Annual Sales 33105.00 27000.00 27262.57 86700.00 300.00 87000.00 662100.00 
SME Social network 
Tweets 2292.65 1811.00 2147.15 7352.00 17.00 7369.00 45853.00 
Likes 479.00 95.50 910.31 3899.00 0.00 3899.00 9580.00 
Followers 1368.05 553.00 2319.30 9604.00 6.00 9610.00 27361.00 
Friends 676.75 450.00 731.09 2942.00 0.00 2942.00 13535.00 
List Count 34.70 11.50 71.74 327.00 0.00 327.00 694.00 
LGE Business 
# Employees 1877.78 875.00 2462.73 10275.00 277.00 10552.00 43189.00 
Total Assets 27983.59 9300.00 44206.49 166584.00 6.80 166590.80 643622.57 
Annual Sales 447460.87 240000.00 427816.73 1492400.00 7600.00 1500000.00 10291600.00 
LGE Social network 
# Tweets 9366.13 6378.00 10952.55 48222.00 359.00 48581.00 215421.00 
# Likes 1947.22 1049.00 2040.95 6555.00 20.00 6575.00 44786.00 
# Followers 15666.70 6795.00 26570.37 120299.00 107.00 120406.00 360334.00 
# Friends 1379.30 367.00 3207.57 15531.00 22.00 15553.00 31724.00 
# List Count 117.04 53.00 190.43 873.00 0.00 873.00 2692.00 
SME+LGE Business 
# Employees 1051.33 300.00 1995.64 10542.00 10.00 10552.00 45207.00 
Total Assets 15534.53 2100.00 34741.97 166584.00 6.80 166590.80 667984.97 
Annual Sales 254737.21 82000.00 374083.37 1499700.00 300.00 1500000.00 10953700.00 
SME+LGE Social network 
Tweets 6076.14 2478.00 8812.77 48564.00 17.00 48581.00 261274.00 
Likes 1264.33 305.00 1762.35 6575.00 0.00 6575.00 54366.00 
Followers 9016.16 1125.00 20598.78 120400.00 6.00 120406.00 387695.00 
Friends 1052.53 423.00 2399.32 15553.00 0.00 15553.00 45259.00 
List Count 78.74 24.00 151.82 873.00 0.00 873.00 3386.00 
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There are three sets of incremental multistage DEA models employed in the study. The first pair 
of DEA models include all companies (SMEs and LGEs). The DEA I model measures business 
efficiency and considers only overall business data. In DEA I, the number of employees and total 
assets are considered as input variables whereas the annual sales is the output variable. DEA II 
model introduces social media related variables and includes the number of tweets as an additional 
input variable whereas the numbers of likes, followers, friends and list count are added as other 
output variables.  
Table 8. DEA I and DEA II model results for simple technical efficiency (CCR), aggressive 
cross-efficiency (Agg-x), and benevolent cross-efficiency (Ben-x) formulations for SMEs and 
LGEs 
 
Business performance 
DEA I 
Social network 
DEA II 
DMU CCR Agg-X Ben-x CCR Agg-X Ben-x 
1 0.03 0.02 0.02 1.00 0.17 0.22 
2 0.31 0.23 0.24 1.00 0.40 0.52 
3 0.29 0.22 0.23 1.00 0.55 0.65 
4 0.34 0.26 0.27 0.73 0.31 0.37 
5 0.50 0.39 0.40 1.00 0.56 0.72 
6 0.38 0.24 0.25 1.00 0.29 0.33 
7 0.19 0.15 0.16 1.00 0.51 0.70 
8 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.54 0.17 0.20 
9 0.25 0.20 0.21 0.46 0.21 0.30 
10 0.22 0.15 0.16 0.51 0.17 0.21 
11 0.68 0.53 0.54 0.88 0.36 0.50 
12 0.94 0.62 0.64 0.98 0.34 0.50 
13 0.71 0.49 0.49 1.00 0.41 0.47 
14 0.82 0.76 0.78 1.00 0.43 0.54 
15 0.76 0.55 0.56 0.92 0.39 0.55 
16 0.36 0.27 0.28 0.42 0.18 0.25 
17 0.22 0.19 0.20 1.00 0.26 0.28 
18 0.29 0.24 0.24 0.32 0.15 0.18 
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Table 8 continued. 
19 0.37 0.32 0.33 0.79 0.34 0.47 
20 0.24 0.19 0.19 0.28 0.13 0.17 
21 0.96 0.65 0.67 0.97 0.32 0.46 
22 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.33 0.12 0.15 
23 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.97 0.26 0.39 
24 1.00 0.63 0.62 1.00 0.57 0.66 
25 0.52 0.36 0.37 0.56 0.22 0.32 
26 0.23 0.20 0.21 0.56 0.19 0.24 
27 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.04 
28 0.22 0.16 0.17 0.31 0.14 0.19 
29 0.20 0.15 0.16 0.25 0.11 0.15 
30 0.46 0.38 0.39 1.00 0.41 0.59 
31 0.23 0.17 0.17 0.66 0.21 0.32 
32 0.15 0.12 0.13 0.78 0.25 0.33 
33 0.41 0.34 0.34 1.00 0.59 0.73 
34 0.35 0.31 0.32 0.43 0.23 0.32 
35 1.00 0.92 0.95 1.00 0.48 0.62 
36 0.83 0.54 0.56 1.00 0.51 0.66 
37 1.00 0.91 0.93 1.00 0.63 0.81 
38 0.33 0.23 0.24 0.64 0.24 0.36 
39 0.27 0.20 0.21 0.46 0.20 0.28 
40 0.43 0.30 0.31 1.00 0.43 0.65 
41 0.28 0.26 0.27 0.40 0.21 0.28 
42 0.22 0.19 0.19 0.46 0.17 0.21 
43 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.15 0.04 0.07 
 
Table 8 provides the DEA I and DEA II model results for simple technical efficiency, aggressive 
cross-efficiency, and benevolent cross-efficiency formulations. The second pair of DEA models
DEA III and DEA IV focus solely on SME DMUs with the same input and output variables as 
DEA I and DEA II models (Table 9).  
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Table 9. DEA III and DEA IV model results for simple technical efficiency (CCR), aggressive 
cross-efficiency (Agg-x), and benevolent cross-efficiency (Ben-x) formulations for SMEs 
 
Business performance 
DEA III 
Social network 
DEA IV 
Handle CCR Agg-X Ben-x CCR Agg-X Ben-x 
1 0.04 0.02 0.03 1.00 0.10 0.21 
2 0.37 0.26 0.28 1.00 0.31 0.72 
3 0.41 0.29 0.29 1.00 0.43 0.76 
4 0.48 0.34 0.34 0.78 0.28 0.46 
5 0.71 0.50 0.51 1.00 0.42 0.88 
6 0.90 0.38 0.35 1.00 0.40 0.54 
7 0.23 0.18 0.19 1.00 0.35 0.76 
8 0.22 0.16 0.16 0.59 0.16 0.28 
9 0.30 0.24 0.25 0.66 0.21 0.45 
10 0.25 0.17 0.19 0.96 0.27 0.36 
11 0.82 0.62 0.66 1.00 0.36 0.74 
12 1.00 0.65 0.70 1.00 0.37 0.64 
13 1.00 0.68 0.66 1.00 0.56 0.87 
14 1.00 0.93 0.97 1.00 0.45 0.86 
15 0.89 0.62 0.67 1.00 0.49 0.84 
16 0.43 0.31 0.33 0.54 0.23 0.41 
17 0.26 0.23 0.24 1.00 0.41 0.47 
18 0.41 0.30 0.31 0.48 0.20 0.34 
19 0.45 0.38 0.40 1.00 0.42 0.75 
20 0.29 0.22 0.24 0.40 0.17 0.30 
 
DEA V and DEA VI models constitute the third pair of models and consider only the large sized 
enterprises (Table 10). 
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Table 10: DEA V and DEA VI model results for simple technical efficiency (CCR), aggressive 
cross-efficiency (Agg-x), and benevolent cross-efficiency (Ben-x) formulations for LGEs 
 
Business performance 
DEA V 
Social network 
DEA VI 
Handle CCR Agg-X Ben-x CCR Agg-X Ben-x 
21 0.96 0.65 0.69 1.00 0.26 0.44 
22 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.53 0.19 0.20 
23 0.19 0.17 0.18 1.00 0.35 0.50 
24 1.00 0.63 0.61 1.00 0.63 0.80 
25 0.52 0.36 0.38 0.56 0.17 0.30 
26 0.23 0.20 0.21 0.56 0.16 0.21 
27 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.14 0.06 0.08 
28 0.22 0.16 0.17 0.35 0.14 0.23 
29 0.20 0.15 0.16 0.48 0.15 0.23 
30 0.46 0.37 0.39 1.00 0.54 0.81 
31 0.23 0.17 0.17 0.95 0.31 0.51 
32 0.15 0.12 0.12 1.00 0.44 0.59 
33 0.41 0.33 0.34 1.00 0.78 0.93 
34 0.35 0.30 0.32 0.49 0.25 0.38 
35 1.00 0.91 0.95 1.00 0.37 0.54 
36 0.83 0.54 0.57 1.00 0.37 0.58 
37 1.00 0.89 0.93 1.00 0.61 0.89 
38 0.33 0.23 0.24 1.00 0.35 0.63 
39 0.27 0.20 0.22 0.46 0.17 0.27 
40 0.43 0.30 0.32 1.00 0.43 0.79 
41 0.28 0.26 0.27 0.41 0.21 0.31 
42 0.22 0.19 0.19 0.46 0.14 0.19 
43 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.15 0.04 0.08 
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As seen in Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10, the CCR results show a large number of efficient DMU 
with a score of 1; this characteristic makes it difficult to discriminate amongst DMUs and why 
we use the cross-efficiency scores.  The aggressive cross-efficiency DEA models aim at obtaining 
a a i  i e ef cie c  c e f  a a ic a  DMU hi e de e i i g a e  f eigh  ha  
will minimize the aggregate output of other DMUs. Alternatively, benevolent DEA models aim at 
maximizing the aggregate output and is more appropriate for this study. One additional benefit of 
using the benevolent formulation arises from the fact that the aggressive formulation may cause 
too much input and output information loss in the efficiency assessment [143].  Therefore, this 
study considers the results of the benevolent formulation to be more accurate and reliable. 
Descriptive summary statistics of the six DEA models are provided in Table 11.  
Table 11: Summary Results of the DEA Models 
Perspective Business SMM 
DEA Formulation CCR Agg Ben CCR Agg Ben 
SMEs+LGEs DEA I DEA II 
Average Efficiency 0.41 0.31 0.32 0.72 0.30 0.39 
Standard Deviation 0.29 0.22 0.23 0.30 0.16 0.20 
# Efficient DMUs 3 0 0 16 0 0 
% Efficient DMUs 6.98% 0.00% 0.00% 37.21% 0.00% 0.00% 
Max. Efficiency 1.00 0.92 0.95 1.00 0.63 0.81 
Min. Efficiency 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.04 
SMEs DEA III DEA IV 
Average Efficiency 0.52 0.37 0.39 0.87 0.33 0.58 
Standard Deviation 0.31 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.12 0.22 
# Efficient DMUs 3 0 0 13 0 0 
% Efficient DMUs 15.00% 0.00% 0.00% 65.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Max. Efficiency 1.00 0.93 0.97 1.00 0.56 0.88 
Min. Efficiency 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.40 0.10 0.21 
LGEs DEA V DEA VI 
Average Efficiency 0.41 0.32 0.33 0.72 0.31 0.46 
Standard Deviation 0.32 0.25 0.26 0.31 0.19 0.26 
# Efficient DMUs 3 0 0 11 0 0 
% Efficient DMUs 13.04% 0.00% 0.00% 47.83% 0.00% 0.00% 
Max. Efficiency 1.00 0.91 0.95 1.00 0.78 0.93 
Min. Efficiency 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.14 0.04 0.08 
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6.2 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Comparing the business effectiveness of SMEs in their own class Models DEA III and IV in 
Table 12 and Figure 11 show the top ten SMEs within their groups. The remaining lower scored 
five firms that are characterized by a large number of employees with larger assets. The top ten 
firms have relatively small total assets and number of employees indicating better utilization of 
business resources. When SMEs are evaluated for SMM effectiveness, the organizations with 
strong assets but weaker social media presence are replaced in the top ten rankings by those 
organizations with higher numbers of follower and friend despite their relatively limited 
resources. 
Evaluation of LGEs amongst their own size of firms represented by models DEA V and VI in 
Table 12 and Figure 11 include the top five companies that were in the industry-at-large 
comparison in the DEA I model results. The remaining five organizations in the top ten for DEA 
V, have similar financial standing and are primarily characterized by high annual sales. Introducing 
SMM metrics DEA VI model results in companies with high sales being replaced with 
organizations that have strong SMM presence; indicated by higher number of Tweets and other 
related measures such as the number of followers.  
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CHAPTER 7 RESULTS 
When we consider the tweet typologies of the top SME firms, it helps to provide a picture of where 
the top performers are focused.  The top four SME performers in terms of business efficiency 
(DEA I and DEA III) all show a strong focus on engaging users on social media an engagement 
typology accounting for well over 50% of their Twitter activities.  They also have a very small 
footprint for promotional and product awareness dimensions.  Four other SME DMUs show an 
interest in engagement along with promotional and product awareness dimensions but are not 
highly ranked.  The key difference between them being that the lower ranked DMUs have few 
employees.  This potentially could be a function of the quality of the engagement where the 
employees are not social media savvy, or a distraction created with a multi-focused social media 
messaging campaign. All top ten SMEs barely register on the seasonal and corporate social 
responsibility dimensions and as such, we can assume those typographies have no direct impact 
on the business efficiency rankings.   
 
Applying the Sentiment Analysis results to the above tells an even more interesting story.  Apart 
from Customer Engagement, explained earlier, Promotional and Product Awareness have the 
worst average sentiment (-12% and -9% respectively) while Engagement ranks with the least 
negative sentiment (-6%).  The neutral sentiment is evenly distributed across all message classes 
and as such can be discounted as having no significant interpretation from one class to another. 
These initial findings mean that SMEs, engaging users on social media might be more valuable 
than inducing them with promotional offerings as long as the firm can support the engagement 
with enough manpower.  This inference cannot be made for LGE data. LGEs likely have the 
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resources and wherewithal to engage on multiple social channels. This may mean that a more 
holistic SMM typology is needed when considering LGEs. 
 
The results indicate that DEA results are clearly sensitive to the SMM metrics they employ; they 
do provide some initial exploratory results that can link the multitude of performance measures. 
Tying rapidly changing social media data operational data to longer term financial indicators 
provides insights than if separately evaluated. These models and this methodology allow for 
dynamic and timely measurement of SMM performance. 
Table 12. Top ten benevolent cross efficiency results of the DEA Models 
SMEs+LGEs SMEs LGEs 
Business 
(DEA I) 
SMM 
(DEA II) 
Business 
(DEA III) 
SMM 
(DEA IV) 
Business 
(DEA V) 
SMM 
(DEA VI) 
DMU Eff. DMU Eff. DMU Eff. DMU Eff. DMU Eff. DMU Eff. 
35 0.95 37 0.81 14 0.97 5 0.88 35 0.95 33 0.93 
37 0.93 33 0.73 12 0.70 13 0.87 37 0.93 37 0.89 
14 0.78 5 0.72 15 0.67 14 0.86 21 0.69 30 0.81 
21 0.67 7 0.70 13 0.66 15 0.84 24 0.61 24 0.80 
12 0.64 36 0.66 11 0.66 3 0.76 36 0.57 40 0.79 
24 0.62 24 0.66 5 0.51 7 0.76 30 0.39 38 0.63 
15 0.56 3 0.65 19 0.40 19 0.75 25 0.38 32 0.59 
36 0.56 40 0.65 6 0.35 11 0.74 33 0.34 36 0.58 
11 0.54 35 0.62 4 0.34 2 0.72 34 0.32 35 0.54 
13 0.49 30 0.59 16 0.33 12 0.64 40 0.32 31 0.51 
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Figure 11.  Top ten benevolent cross efficiency results of the DEA Models 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS 
This study presented a conceptual framework and analytical model of selected US-based Furniture 
Retail Stores for addressing the gap in translating social media marketing and organization 
performance based on publicly available data from Twitter and Hoover.  The proposed innovative 
framework consists of a typology classification system and a performance evaluation system.  The 
framework also includes a system for evaluating message class sentiments.  The proposed 
framework was then implemented using a combination of R Studio, Java and Python programing 
languages. The results indicate that DEA results are clearly sensitive to the SMM metrics they 
employ; they do provide some initial exploratory results that can link the multitude of performance 
measures.  The Sentiment Analysis results gives further credence to the observed impactful 
typology  engagement.   
 
While this is significant, further analysis can be conducted to ascertain the independence of the 
data classifications using a much wider data set.  This will ensure that whatever final conclusions 
are made for policy or technology management processes take into consideration the dependencies 
or lack thereof of the various typologies 
Finally, the main objective of this study was to provide a systematic tool to organizations with 
limited marketing resources. The social media and financial data-driven approach provides a 
versatile and reliable platform for social media performance evaluation and for business 
improvement. 
 
To the best of our knowledge, this study is unique with its focus on measuring social media 
performance using business metrics and social media data. In addition to providing the literature 
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with real social media data regarding furniture manufacturers, the study also contributes to the 
state of the art in multiple ways.  The study highlights AutoML as a viable, efficient and effective 
approach to data analysis (classification) for non-data scientist.  This approach will drastically 
reduce the time researchers spend classifying social media data of any kind.  This methodology 
can be extended to any social media using any set of appropriate typologies. 
 
The study went further and introduced a systematic comparison of relative organizations via a 
multi-dimensional efficiency analysis which provides efficiency data among most likely 
competitors in addition to efficiency evaluation compared to the best-in-business companies. Since 
DEA methodology allows both self- and peer-review evaluation, the findings indicate that DEA 
was useful in providing insight regarding the changes required in current social media strategies 
that further drive growth. Other approaches may be used including traditional multi-variate 
correlative based statistical analysis and potentially Bayesian analyses.  Given the data sizes in this 
study, the use of these other techniques was not methodologically appropriate. 
 
Overall, given the pervasiveness and the growth of SMM, more advanced methodologies are 
needed for detailed managerial and research investigations. This study adds to the discourse and 
helps build additional foundation for further investigation. 
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APPENDIX 1. SAMPLE RAW TWEET 
{ 
"created_at": "Tue Oct 27 23:06:22 +0000 2020", 
 "id": 1321226763322740738, 
 "id_str": "1321226763322740738", 
 "full_text": "@jbtpba Hi Jonathan,\n\nWe've sent you a DM with the next steps so that our team 
may address this with you. Please reply in the private thread when you get a moment.\n\n--Megan", 
 "truncated": false, 
 "entities": { 
  "hashtags": [], 
  "symbols": [], 
  "user_mentions": [ 
   { 
    "screen_name": "jbtpba", 
    "name": "Jonathan Tripp", 
    "id": 918823577721466881, 
    "id_str": "918823577721466881", 
    "indices": [0,7] 
   } 
  ], 
 }, 
 "metadata": { 
  "iso_language_code": "en", 
  "result_type": "recent" 
 }, 
 "source":"<a href=\"https:\/\/www.spredfast.com\" rel=\"nofollow\">Khoros Marketing<\/a>", 
 "in_reply_to_status_id": 1321223062520553477, 
 "in_reply_to_status_id_str": "1321223062520553477", 
 "in_reply_to_user_id": 918823577721466881, 
 "in_reply_to_user_id_str": "918823577721466881", 
 "in_reply_to_screen_name": "jbtpba", 
 "user": { 
  "id": 18455097, 
  "id_str": "18455097", 
  "name": "Mattress Firm", 
  "screen_name": "MattressFirm", 
  "location": "", 
  "de c ip ion": "We make i  ea  o ge  a g ea  nigh  leep 😴", 
  "url": "https:\/\/t.co\/TrSu1iaH23", 
  "entities": { 
   "url": { 
    "urls": [ 
     { 
      "url": "https:\/\/t.co\/TrSu1iaH23", 
      "expanded_url": "http:\/\/www.mattressfirm.com", 
      "display_url": "mattressfirm.com", 
      "indices": [ 
       0, 
       23 
      ] 
     } 
    ] 
   }, 
   "description": { 
    "urls": [] 
   } 
  }, 
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  "protected": false, 
  "followers_count": 40860, 
  "friends_count": 420, 
  "listed_count": 101, 
  "created_at": "Mon Dec 29 18:10:57 +0000 2008", 
  "favourites_count": 3273, 
  "utc_offset": null, 
  "time_zone": null, 
  "geo_enabled": true, 
  "verified": true, 
  "statuses_count": 50793, 
  "lang": null, 
  "contributors_enabled": false, 
  "is_translator": false, 
  "is_translation_enabled": false, 
  "profile_background_color": "FFFFFF", 
  "profile_background_image_url": "http:\/\/abs.twimg.com\/images\/themes\/theme10\/bg.gif", 
  "profile_background_image_url_https": "https:\/\/abs.twimg.com\/images\/themes\/theme10\/bg.gif", 
  "profile_background_tile": false, 
  "profile_image_url": "http:\/\/pbs.twimg.com\/profile_images\/964223959708319744\/ZcR0DBk0_normal.jpg", 
  "profile_image_url_https": 
"https:\/\/pbs.twimg.com\/profile_images\/964223959708319744\/ZcR0DBk0_normal.jpg", 
  "profile_banner_url": "https:\/\/pbs.twimg.com\/profile_banners\/18455097\/1517409776", 
  "profile_link_color": "0084B4", 
  "profile_sidebar_border_color": "FFFFFF", 
  "profile_sidebar_fill_color": "DDEEF6", 
  "profile_text_color": "333333", 
  "profile_use_background_image": true, 
  "has_extended_profile": false, 
  "default_profile": false, 
  "default_profile_image": false, 
  "following": true, 
  "follow_request_sent": false, 
  "notifications": false, 
  "translator_type": "none" 
 }, 
 "geo": null, 
 "coordinates": null, 
 "place": null, 
 "contributors": null, 
 "is_quote_status": false, 
 "retweet_count": 0, 
 "favorite_count": 0, 
 "favorited": false, 
 "retweeted": false, 
 "lang": "en" 
} 
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APPENDIX 2. SAMPLE TWEET CLASSIFICATION 
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APPENDIX 3. TWEET COLLECTION JAVA APPLICATION 
 
package org.olumide; 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
import org.apache.log4j.Logger; 
import com.google.gson.*; 
import java.sql.Connection; 
import java.sql.PreparedStatement; 
 
 
public class Main{ 
        private static Logger _log = Logger.getLogger(Main.class.getName()); 
 
 private static final Gson gson =  
new GsonBuilder().setPrettyPrinting() 
.setFieldNamingPolicy(FieldNamingPolicy.LOWER_CASE_WITH_UNDERSCORES) 
                                .create(); 
 
 
 public static final String 
twurlCmd="/1.1/statuses/user_timeline.json?screen_name=SCREENER&since_id=MAXID&count=500&include_
rts=1&trim_user=1"; 
 
 
 private static Connection connection = null; 
 
 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception{ 
 
  Runtime rt = Runtime.getRuntime(); 
  String command =  twurlCmd; 
 
  connection = getDB(); 
 
  List<String> handles = getHandles(); 
 
  for(String handle: handles){ 
 
   _log.info("PROCESSING "+handle); 
 
   String _command = command.replace("SCREENER",handle); 
   String _maxId=getMaxId(handle); 
   _command = _command.replace("MAXID",_maxId); 
 
   _log.info( _command); 
 
   Process proc = rt.exec(new String[]{"/usr/local/bin/twurl",_command}); 
 
   BufferedReader stdInput = 
 new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(proc.getInputStream())); 
   BufferedReader stdError =  
new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(proc.getErrorStream())); 
 
   // read the output from the command 
   _log.info("Here is the standard output of the command:\n"); 
   String s = null; 
 
   StringBuffer tweets = new StringBuffer(); 
 
   while ((s = stdInput.readLine()) != null) { 
        //_log.info(s); 
    tweets.append(s); 
   } 
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try{ 
 
   JsonArray jarray = parse(tweets.toString()); 
   if( jarray != null && jarray.size()>=1){ 
    for(int i=0;i<jarray.size();i++){ 
     process(handle,jarray.get(i),i); 
    } 
   }else{ 
    continue; 
   } 
   }catch(Exception e){ 
    continue; 
   } 
   //try{ }catch{ continue; } 
 
   // read any errors from the attempted command 
   _log.info("Here is the standard error of the command (if any):\n"); 
   while ((s = stdError.readLine()) != null) { 
        _log.error(s); 
   } 
  } 
 
 } 
 
 
 private static void process(String handle,JsonElement je,int idx){ 
  if( je == null){ 
   return; 
  } 
 
  JsonObject jobj = je.getAsJsonObject(); 
  JsonElement _je = jobj.get("id"); 
  long _id = _je.getAsLong(); 
  _log.info( handle +" : "+ idx +" : "+ _id); 
 
  String created = jobj.get("created_at").getAsString(); 
  created = getDate(created); 
 
  String tweet= jobj.get("text").getAsString(); 
  tweet = clean(tweet); 
 
  int favorite_count = 0; 
  int reply_count = 0; 
  int quote_count = 0; 
  int retweet_count = 0; 
  try{ retweet_count= jobj.get("retweet_count").getAsInt(); }catch(Exception e){ } 
  try{ quote_count= jobj.get("quote_count").getAsInt(); }catch(Exception e){ } 
  try{ reply_count= jobj.get("reply_count").getAsInt(); }catch(Exception e){ } 
  try{ favorite_count= jobj.get("favorite_count").getAsInt(); }catch(Exception e){ } 
   
  JsonObject userObj = jobj.get("user").getAsJsonObject(); 
  String user_id  = userObj.get("id").getAsString(); 
 
  String inReply1 = null; 
  String inReply2 = null; 
 
  if( !( jobj.get("in_reply_to_status_id").isJsonNull())){ 
   inReply1 = jobj.get("in_reply_to_status_id").getAsString(); 
  } 
  if( !( jobj.get("in_reply_to_user_id").isJsonNull())){ 
   inReply2 = jobj.get("in_reply_to_user_id").getAsString(); 
  } 
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  String in_reply="N"; 
  if( inReply1 != null || inReply2 != null){ 
   in_reply="Y"; 
  } 
 
  int user_mentions= 0; 
  int media_count = 0; 
  int hashtags= 0; 
   
  JsonObject entities = jobj.get("entities").getAsJsonObject(); 
  if( entities!= null && !entities.isJsonNull() && entities.isJsonObject()){ 
  
   if(entities.get("media") != null && ! (entities.get("media").isJsonNull())){ 
 
    JsonArray mediaArray = entities.get("media").getAsJsonArray(); 
    if( mediaArray != null && !mediaArray.isJsonNull()  
&& mediaArray.isJsonArray() ){  
     media_count = mediaArray.size(); 
    } 
   } 
if( entities.get("user_mentions") != null  
&& ! (entities.get("user_mentions").isJsonNull())){ 
 
    JsonArray userMArray = 
entities.get("user_mentions").getAsJsonArray(); 
    if( userMArray!= null && !userMArray.isJsonNull()  
&& userMArray.isJsonArray() ){  
     user_mentions = userMArray.size(); 
    } 
   } 
   if( entities.get("hashtags") != null  
&& ! (entities.get("hashtags").isJsonNull())){ 
    JsonArray hashArray = entities.get("hashtags").getAsJsonArray(); 
    if( hashArray!= null && !hashArray.isJsonNull()  
&& hashArray.isJsonArray() ){  
     hashtags = hashArray.size(); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  String sql = "insert into furniture_tweets "; 
  l += "(handle,c ea ed ,id , ee  ,media_co n  ,in_ epl  , e _id ; 
l += , e ee _co n  ,fa o i e_co n  , epl _co n  ; 
l +=  , o e_co n , e _men ion ,ha h ag )"; 
  sql += " values "; 
  sql += "( ?,?, ?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,? ) "; 
 
  String delim=" _"; 
  StringBuffer _buf = new StringBuffer(); 
  _buf.append(handle); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(created); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(_id); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(tweet); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(media_count); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(in_reply); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(user_id); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(retweet_count); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(favorite_count); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(reply_count); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(quote_count); 
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  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(user_mentions); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(hashtags); 
 
      PreparedStatement ps = null; 
                try { 
                        ps = connection.prepareStatement(sql); 
                                
   ps.setString(1, handle); 
   ps.setString(2, created); 
   ps.setLong(3,_id); 
   ps.setString(4,tweet); 
   ps.setLong(5,media_count); 
   ps.setString(6,in_reply); 
   ps.setString(7,user_id); 
   ps.setLong(8,retweet_count); 
   ps.setLong(9,favorite_count); 
   ps.setLong(10,reply_count); 
   ps.setLong(11,quote_count); 
   ps.setLong(12,user_mentions); 
   ps.setLong(13,hashtags); 
 
   ps.execute(); 
                } catch (Throwable t) { 
                        t.printStackTrace(); 
                } finally { 
                        try { 
                                ps.close(); 
                        } catch (Throwable t) { 
                                t.printStackTrace(); 
                        } 
                } 
 } 
 
 private static JsonArray parse(String s) throws Exception{ 
  if( isEmpty(s)){ 
   return null; 
  } 
  return new JsonParser().parse(s).getAsJsonArray(); 
 } 
 
       
 private static final String TWITTER_DATE="EEE MMM dd HH:mm:ss ZZZZZ yyyy"; 
               
 private static SimpleDateFormat sf = new SimpleDateFormat(TWITTER_DATE,Locale.ENGLISH); 
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        private static String getDate(String s){ 
                try{ 
 
                sf.setLenient(true); 
                Date date = sf.parse(s); 
                String newstring = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd").format(date); 
                return newstring; 
                }catch(Exception e){ 
                        e.printStackTrace(); 
                        return s; 
                } 
 
        } 
        //remove errant chars 
        public static String clean(String s){ 
  if( s == null){ 
   return s; 
  } 
                s = s.replaceAll("[\\p{Cc}\\p{Cf}\\p{Co}\\p{Cn}]", ""); 
                s = s.replaceAll("\\P{InBasic_Latin}", ""); 
                s = s.replaceAll("\\t",""); 
                s = s.replaceAll("\\r",""); 
                s = s.replaceAll("\\n",""); 
                s = s.replaceAll("\\r\\n",""); 
                s = s.replaceAll("\\n\\r",""); 
                return s; 
        } 
          
 private static boolean isEmpty(String str){ 
                return (str == null || str.trim().length() == 0); 
        } 
 
 
 private static String getMaxId(String handle){ 
 
  String sql = "select coalesce(max(id),1) id  
from furniture_tweets where handle=?"; 
  String response = null; 
  java.sql.ResultSet rs = null; 
      PreparedStatement ps = null; 
        try { 
                        ps = connection.prepareStatement(sql); 
                        ps.setString(1,handle); 
   rs = ps.executeQuery(); 
                        if(rs.next()) { 
                                response = rs.getString("id"); 
                        } 
                } catch (Throwable t) { 
                        t.printStackTrace(); 
                } finally { 
                        try { 
                                rs.close(); 
                                ps.close(); 
                        } catch (Throwable t) { 
                                t.printStackTrace(); 
                        } 
                } 
 
  _log.info(" max id for "+handle +" is "+response); 
  return response; 
 } 
 
 private static void closeDB(Connection conn) throws Exception{ 
  conn.close(); 
 } 
 private static Connection getDB() throws Exception{ 
  String url = "jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/<DATABASE NAME>"; 
  String username = "<USERNAME>"; 
  String password = "<PASSWORD>"; 
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  try { 
        
   _log.info("loading driver!"); 
   Class.forName("com.mysql.jdbc.Driver"); 
   
   _log.info("Connecting database..."); 
   Connection connection=java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection( 
url, username, null) ; 
 
   _log.info("Database connected!"); 
   return connection; 
 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
       throw new IllegalStateException("Cannot connect the database!", e); 
  } 
 
 } 
 
 private static List<String> getHandles(){ 
 
  List<String> handles = new ArrayList<>(); 
  //String sql = "select handle from furniture_merchants "; 
  String sql = "select TwitterHandle handle from brands "; 
  String response = null; 
  java.sql.ResultSet rs = null; 
      PreparedStatement ps = null; 
        try { 
                        ps = connection.prepareStatement(sql); 
   rs = ps.executeQuery(); 
                        while(rs.next()) { 
                                handles.add(rs.getString("handle")); 
                        } 
                } catch (Throwable t) { 
                        t.printStackTrace(); 
                } finally { 
                        try { 
                                rs.close(); 
                        } catch (Throwable t) { 
                                t.printStackTrace(); 
                        } 
                        try { 
                                ps.close(); 
                        } catch (Throwable t) { 
                                t.printStackTrace(); 
                        } 
                } 
 
  return handles ; 
 } 
} 
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APPENDIX 4. TWEET METRIC COLLECTION APPLICATION 
 
package org.olumide; 
/* application for collecting stats from twitter */ 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
import org.apache.log4j.Logger; 
import com.google.gson.*; 
import java.sql.Connection; 
import java.sql.PreparedStatement; 
 
 
 
public class Main{ 
        private static Logger _log = Logger.getLogger(Main.class.getName()); 
 
 private static final Gson gson = new GsonBuilder() 
                                .setPrettyPrinting() 
.setFieldNamingPolicy( 
FieldNamingPolicy.LOWER_CASE_WITH_UNDERSCORES) 
                                .create(); 
 
   
 private static final String twurlCmd = 
"/1.1/friends/list.json?cursor=1&screen_name=AdebayoOlumide&skip_status=true&include_user_entitie
s=false&count=200" ; 
 
 
 private static Connection connection = null; 
 
 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception{ 
 
  Runtime rt = Runtime.getRuntime(); 
  String _command =  twurlCmd; 
 
  connection = getDB(); 
 
  _log.info( _command); 
 
  Process proc = rt.exec(new String[]{"/usr/local/bin/twurl",_command}); 
 
  BufferedReader stdInput = 
    new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(proc.getInputStream())); 
  BufferedReader stdError =  
new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(proc.getErrorStream())); 
 
  // read the output from the command 
  _log.info("Here is the standard output of the command:\n"); 
  String s = null; 
 
  StringBuffer tweets = new StringBuffer(); 
 
  while ((s = stdInput.readLine()) != null) { 
       //_log.info(s); 
   tweets.append(s); 
  } 
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  try{ 
 
   JsonArray jarray = parse(tweets.toString()); 
   if( jarray != null && jarray.size()>=1){ 
    for(int i=0;i<jarray.size();i++){ 
     process(jarray.get(i),i); 
    } 
   }else{ 
    _log.debug(" no data A"); 
   } 
  }catch(Exception e){ 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 
  // read any errors from the attempted command 
  _log.info("Here is the standard error of the command (if any):\n"); 
  while ((s = stdError.readLine()) != null) { 
       _log.error(s); 
  } 
 
  closeDB(connection); 
 } 
 
 private static void process(JsonElement je,int idx){ 
  if( je == null){ 
   return; 
  } 
 
  _log.debug(je); 
 
  JsonObject jobj = je.getAsJsonObject(); 
 
  String handle = jobj.get("screen_name").getAsString(); 
  String twitter_id= jobj.get("id_str").getAsString(); 
  String created = jobj.get("created_at").getAsString(); 
  created = getDate(created); 
 
  int favorite_count = 0; 
  try{ favorite_count= jobj.get("favourites_count").getAsInt(); }catch(Exception e){ 
} 
  int follower_count = 0; 
  try{ follower_count= jobj.get("followers_count").getAsInt(); }catch(Exception e){ } 
  int friend_count = 0; 
  try{ friend_count= jobj.get("friends_count").getAsInt(); }catch(Exception e){ } 
  int status_count = 0; 
  try{ status_count= jobj.get("statuses_count").getAsInt(); }catch(Exception e){ } 
  int listed_count = 0; 
  try{ listed_count= jobj.get("listed_count").getAsInt(); }catch(Exception e){ } 
 
  String sql = "insert ignore into twitter_stats "; 
  sql += "(handle,created ,twitter_id ,favorite_count"; 
  sql += " ,follower_count,friend_count,status_count,listed_count,collection_date) "; 
  sql += " values "; 
  sql += "( ?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,date(now())) "; 
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  String delim=" _"; 
  StringBuffer _buf = new StringBuffer(); 
  _buf.append(handle); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(created); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(twitter_id); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(favorite_count); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(follower_count); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(friend_count); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(status_count); 
  _buf.append(delim); 
  _buf.append(listed_count); 
 
  _log.info(sql); 
  _log.info(_buf.toString()); 
 
      PreparedStatement ps = null; 
                try { 
                        ps = connection.prepareStatement(sql); 
                                
   ps.setString(1, handle); 
   ps.setString(2, created); 
   ps.setString(3,twitter_id); 
   ps.setLong(4,favorite_count); 
   ps.setLong(5,follower_count); 
   ps.setLong(6,friend_count); 
   ps.setLong(7,status_count); 
   ps.setLong(8,listed_count); 
 
   ps.execute(); 
                } catch (Throwable t) { 
                        t.printStackTrace(); 
                } finally { 
                        try { 
                                ps.close(); 
                        } catch (Throwable t) { 
                                t.printStackTrace(); 
                        } 
                } 
 } 
 
 private static JsonArray parse(String s) throws Exception{ 
  JsonElement elem = new JsonParser().parse(s); 
  JsonObject obj = elem.getAsJsonObject(); 
 
  return obj.getAsJsonArray("users"); 
 } 
 
 private static final String TWITTER_DATE="EEE MMM dd HH:mm:ss ZZZZZ yyyy"; 
               
 private static SimpleDateFormat sf = new SimpleDateFormat(TWITTER_DATE,Locale.ENGLISH); 
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        private static String getDate(String s){ 
                try{ 
 
                sf.setLenient(true); 
                Date date = sf.parse(s); 
                String newstring = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd").format(date); 
                return newstring; 
                }catch(Exception e){ 
                        e.printStackTrace(); 
                        return s; 
                } 
 
        } 
 
 
 
 private static void closeDB(Connection conn) throws Exception{ 
  conn.close(); 
 } 
 private static Connection getDB() throws Exception{ 
  String url = "jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/<DATABASE NAME>"; 
  String username = "<USER>"; 
  String password = "<PASSWORD>"; 
 
  try { 
        
   _log.info("loading driver!"); 
   Class.forName("com.mysql.jdbc.Driver"); 
   
   _log.info("Connecting database..."); 
   Connection connection = java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection( 
url, username, null) ; 
 
   _log.info("Database connected!"); 
   return connection; 
 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
       throw new IllegalStateException("Cannot connect the database!", e); 
  } 
 
 } 
 
} 
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APPENDIX 5. AUTOML CLASSIFICATION APPLICATION 
 
package org.olumide; 
 
/* 
Main class for driving autumn classification process 
*/ 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
import org.apache.log4j.Logger; 
 
 
public class BetaLabellerDriver { 
        private static Logger _log = Logger.getLogger(LabellerDriver.class.getName()); 
 
 private static final String computeRegion="us-central1"; 
 private static final String projectId="[PROJECTID"; 
 private static final String datasetName="[DATASETNAME]"; 
 private static final String dataSetPath="[DATASETPATH]"; 
 private static final String modelName = "[MODELNAME]"; 
 private static final String modelId= "[MODELID]"; 
 
 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception{ 
 
  BetaMysqlTweetSource mts = new BetaMysqlTweetSource(); 
  HashMap<String,String> labels = new HashMap<>(); 
  HashMap<String,String> tweets = mts.getTweets(); 
  
 
  if( tweets != null && tweets.size()>0){ 
 
   for (Map.Entry<String, String> entry : tweets.entrySet()) { 
        String key = entry.getKey(); 
        String value = entry.getValue(); 
 
      
    String label = predictCategory( modelId,value ) ; 
    _log.debug(key+" :"+value+ " --> "+label); 
    mts.categorize(key,label); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
     
 private static String predictCategory(String modelId,String tweet){ 
 
  try{ 
   return PredictionDriver.predict( projectId, computeRegion, modelId, tweet) 
; 
  }catch(Exception e){ 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 
  return null; 
 } 
 
} 
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package org.olumide; 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
import org.apache.log4j.Logger; 
import com.google.gson.*; 
import java.sql.Connection; 
import java.sql.PreparedStatement; 
 
 
public class BetaMysqlTweetSource { 
        private static Logger _log = Logger.getLogger(BetaMysqlTweetSource.class.getName()); 
 
 private Connection connection = null; 
 
 public HashMap<String,String> getTweets() throws Exception{ 
  connection = getDB(); 
  HashMap<String,String> tweets =  fetchTweets(); 
  closeDB(connection); 
  return tweets; 
 } 
 
 private void closeDB(Connection conn) throws Exception{ 
  conn.close(); 
 } 
 private Connection getDB() throws Exception{ 
  String url = "jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/[DATABASE]"; 
  String username = "[USER]"; 
  String password = "[PASSWORD]"; 
 
  try { 
   Class.forName("com.mysql.jdbc.Driver"); 
   Connection connection=java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection( 
url, username, null) ; 
   return connection; 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
       throw new IllegalStateException("Cannot connect the database!", e); 
  } 
 } 
 
 private HashMap<String,String> fetchTweets(){ 
 
  HashMap<String,String> tweets= new HashMap<>(); 
 
  String sql = "select id,tweet from furniture_tweets where "; 
  sql += " id not in (select tweetid from  
be e _f ni e_ ee _ca ego ) ; 
l +=  and c ea ed>='2019-01-01' limit 21000 "; 
 
  String response = null; 
  java.sql.ResultSet rs = null; 
      PreparedStatement ps = null; 
        try { 
                        ps = connection.prepareStatement(sql); 
   rs = ps.executeQuery(); 
                        while(rs.next()) { 
                                tweets.put(rs.getString("id"), rs.getString("tweet")); 
                        } 
                } catch (Throwable t) { 
                        t.printStackTrace(); 
                } finally { 
                        try { rs.close(); } catch (Throwable t) { t.printStackTrace(); } 
                        try { ps.close(); } catch (Throwable t) { t.printStackTrace(); } 
                } 
 
  return tweets; 
 } 
 
 public void categorize(String tweetid, String cat ) throws Exception{ 
  connection = getDB(); 
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  String sql = 
" insert into better_furniture_tweets_category(tweetid,cat) values(?,?) "; 
 
  PreparedStatement ps = null; 
  try{ 
                        ps = connection.prepareStatement(sql); 
 
                        ps.setString(1, tweetid); 
                        ps.setString(2, cat); 
                        ps.execute(); 
                } catch (Throwable t) { 
                        t.printStackTrace(); 
                } finally { 
                        try { 
                                ps.close(); 
                        } catch (Throwable t) { 
                                t.printStackTrace(); 
                        } 
                } 
  closeDB(connection); 
 } 
} 
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package org.olumide; 
 
// Imports the Google Cloud client library 
import com.google.cloud.automl.v1beta1.AnnotationPayload; 
import com.google.cloud.automl.v1beta1.ExamplePayload; 
import com.google.cloud.automl.v1beta1.ModelName; 
import com.google.cloud.automl.v1beta1.PredictResponse; 
import com.google.cloud.automl.v1beta1.PredictionServiceClient; 
import com.google.cloud.automl.v1beta1.TextSnippet; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.PrintStream; 
 
import java.nio.file.Files; 
import java.nio.file.Paths; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.Map; 
 
import net.sourceforge.argparse4j.ArgumentParsers; 
import net.sourceforge.argparse4j.inf.ArgumentParser; 
import net.sourceforge.argparse4j.inf.ArgumentParserException; 
import net.sourceforge.argparse4j.inf.Namespace; 
import net.sourceforge.argparse4j.inf.Subparser; 
import net.sourceforge.argparse4j.inf.Subparsers; 
 
 
public class PredictionDriver { 
 
 public static String predict( String projectId, String computeRegion, String modelId, String 
tweet) throws IOException { 
 
  Float pScore = Float.MIN_VALUE; 
  String pName = "nan"; 
 
  // Create client for prediction service. 
  try (PredictionServiceClient predictionClient = PredictionServiceClient.create()) { 
 
   ModelName name = ModelName.of(projectId, computeRegion, modelId); 
 
         // Read the file content for prediction. 
         String content = tweet;  
 
   // Set the payload by giving the content and type of the file. 
   TextSnippet textSnippet = 
TextSnippet.newBuilder().setContent(content) 
.setMimeType("text/plain").build(); 
         ExamplePayload payload = ExamplePayload.newBuilder() 
.setTextSnippet(textSnippet).build(); 
 
   Map<String, String> params = new HashMap<String, String>(); 
         PredictResponse response = predictionClient.predict(name, payload, params); 
 
   for (AnnotationPayload annotationPayload : response.getPayloadList()) { 
    String label = annotationPayload.getDisplayName(); 
    Float value = annotationPayload.getClassification().getScore(); 
 
    if( value.compareTo( pScore ) > 0){ 
     pScore = value; 
     pName = label; 
    }  
         } 
      } 
 return pName; 
  } 
} 
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APPENDIX 6. . TWEET SENTIMENT ANALYSIS PYTHON 
APPLICATION 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python3 
# coding: utf-8 
 
import nltk 
import pandas as pd 
import logging 
import traceback 
import json 
import csv 
 
 
from textblob import TextBlob 
 
logging.basicConfig(level=logging.DEBUG) 
logger = logging.getLogger(__name__) 
 
raw = pd.read_csv('tweets.csv',header=None) 
 
categoryDict={} 
dmuDict={} 
dmucat={} 
 
textIndex=3 
for x in range(raw.shape[0]): 
 
 handle=(raw.loc[x].values[0]) 
 tweetid=(raw.loc[x].values[1]) 
 text=(raw.loc[x].values[textIndex]) 
 category=(raw.loc[x].values[4]) 
 dmu=(raw.loc[x].values[5]) 
  
 if category in categoryDict.keys(): 
  k=1 
 else: 
  categoryDict[category]={} 
 
 if dmu in dmuDict.keys(): 
  k=1 
 else: 
  dmuDict[dmu]={} 
 
 if dmu in dmucat.keys(): 
  k=1 
 else: 
  dmucat[dmu]={} 
 
 if category in dmucat[dmu].keys(): 
  k = 1 
 else: 
  dmucat[dmu][category]={} 
 
 
 try: 
  blob1 = TextBlob(raw.loc[x].values[textIndex]) 
  polar=blob1.sentiment.polarity 
 
 
  if polar > 0: 
 
   if "positive" in dmuDict[dmu]: 
    dmuDict[dmu]["positive"] += 1; 
   else: 
    dmuDict[dmu]["positive"] = 1; 
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   if "positive" in categoryDict[category]: 
    categoryDict[category]["positive"] += 1; 
   else: 
    categoryDict[category]["positive"] = 1; 
 
   if "positive" in dmucat[dmu][category]: 
    dmucat[dmu][category]["positive"] += 1; 
   else: 
    dmucat[dmu][category]["positive"] = 1; 
    
  elif polar == 0: 
   if "neutral" in dmuDict[dmu]: 
    dmuDict[dmu]["neutral"] += 1; 
   else: 
    dmuDict[dmu]["neutral"] = 1; 
 
   if "neutral" in categoryDict[category]: 
    categoryDict[category]["neutral"] += 1; 
   else: 
    categoryDict[category]["neutral"] = 1; 
 
   if "neutral" in dmucat[dmu][category]: 
    dmucat[dmu][category]["neutral"] += 1; 
   else: 
    dmucat[dmu][category]["neutral"] = 1; 
 
  else: 
   if "negative" in dmuDict[dmu]: 
    dmuDict[dmu]["negative"] += 1; 
   else: 
    dmuDict[dmu]["negative"] = 1; 
 
   if "negative" in categoryDict[category]: 
    categoryDict[category]["negative"] += 1; 
   else: 
    categoryDict[category]["negative"] = 1; 
 
   if "negative" in dmucat[dmu][category]: 
    dmucat[dmu][category]["negative"] += 1; 
   else: 
    dmucat[dmu][category]["negative"] = 1; 
 
 except Exception as error: 
  print(""); 
   
  print(x) 
  print("some error occured") 
  logger.exception(error) 
 
  break 
 
def print_simple_csv(dict,filename): 
 
 f = csv.writer(open(filename, "w")) 
 
 # Write CSV Header 
 f.writerow(["anchor", "positive", "negative", "neutral" ]) 
 
 for anchor in dict: 
  x=dict[anchor] 
  pos=0 
  neg=0 
  neut=0 
 
  if "positive" in x: 
   pos=x["positive"] 
  if "negative" in x: 
   neg=x["negative"] 
  if "neutral" in x: 
   neut=x["neutral"] 
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  f.writerow([anchor, pos, neg,neut ]) 
 
 
def print_dmucat_csv(dict): 
 
 f = csv.writer(open("dmucatdict.csv", "w")) 
 
 # Write CSV Header 
 f.writerow(["dmu","cat", "positive", "negative", "neutral" ]) 
 
 for dmu in dict: 
  for cat in dict[dmu]: 
 
   x=dict[dmu][cat] 
   pos=0 
   neg=0 
   neut=0 
  
   if "positive" in x: 
    pos=x["positive"] 
   if "negative" in x: 
    neg=x["negative"] 
   if "neutral" in x: 
    neut=x["neutral"] 
  
   f.writerow([dmu,cat, pos, neg,neut ]) 
 
 
print_simple_csv(dmuDict,"dmu-dict.csv") 
print_simple_csv(categoryDict,"category-dict.csv") 
print_dmucat_csv(dmucat) 
